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The Greek religious festiuals

PAUL CARTLEDGE

In the new ltgacy of Greece recently edited by Sir Moses Finley
there is no chapter on religion. The reason is straightforward. The

ancient world's religious legaa¡ to mediaeval Europe and the

modern world was Christianity, not some version of the classical

Greeks' polytheistic paganism. But this creates a major difficulty
for anyone wishing to understand the society of classical Greece.

For few aspects of antiquity are harder to comprehend than the

mental universe of paganism, a universe inhabited by and full of a
multiplicity of gods rather than governed by one omnipotent
deity. One thing, though, is pretty clear. Classical Greek religion
was at bottom a question of doing not of believing, of behaviour

rather than faith. Or, as Finley puts it in his introduction to The

kgacy of Greece,'Greek piety, Greek religion, . . . appear to be a

mztter of rituals, festivals, processions, games, oracles, sacrifices -
actions, in sum - and of stories, m;rths, about concrete instances in
the working of the deities, not of abstract dogmas.'l

It would scarcely be an exaggeratibn to say that within this

practícal, social frame of reference festivals were the single most

important feature of classical Greek religion in its public aspect.

That religion, it could be argued, was above all the totality of
public festivals celebrated by each of the hundreds of political
communities; and the total was extraordinarily high, both
absolutely and as a proportion of the days in the year given over to
festivals by the cities. Our evidence is unfortunately very incom-
plete and uneven. But altogether in excess of300 public, state-run
religious festivals are known to have been celebrated at over 250

places in honour of more than400 deities (counting Athena Polias,
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for example, âs sepârate from Athena Parthenos, Athena Nike,
and so on). The festivals of Athens are far better documented than
those of any other state: here in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.
not less than120 days of the calendar (thirt¡three per cenr) were
devoted to festivals, and the number may have been as great as

144. Athens, as we shall see, was somewhat exceptional in this
regard, but among the countries of the Mediterranean today it is
perhaps only in Italy that the percentage of festival days is an¡
thing like so large.2

Festivals are representative expressions of classical Greek
religion in another sense too. They exemplify that uniry in diver-
sitywhich is the hallmark of ancient Greek civilization as awhole.
The following story from Herodotus illustrates this cardinal point..When 

it looked as if the Athenians might rurn rrairor during the
Persian 'Wars 

of 480-479, the Spartans hastily senr a delegation to
try to persuade them to stay loyal to the Greek cause. They need
not have bothered, as the Athenians were quick to tell them. For
there were many reasons, they said, why they could not possibly
go over to the Persian side. 'The first and chief of these is the
burning and destruction ofour temples and the images ofour gods
. . . Again, there is our common brotherhood with the Greeks:
our common language, the altars and the sacrifices ofwhich we all
partake, the common character which we bear.'3 The two Greek
words translated here as 'our common brotherhood with the
Greeks' mean literally'thê Greek thing' (to Hellanikon); another
paraphrase might be 'the fact of being Greek'. Notice that, after
language, religion is the next most important ingredient of Greek-
ness and that a shared religion served to mark off the Greeks in
their own eyes from the rest of the human race.

So far as festivals specifically are concerned, a'Western Greek
from Massilia (modern Marseilles) would therefore feel instantly
at home in Trapezous (Trebizond, Trabzon) as he watched the
familiar basic rituals of the procession, sacrifice and feasting being
enacted. Yet this fundamental homogeneity of festival structure
coexisted with a remarkable heterogeneity of local festival con-
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100 Paul Cartledge

tent. A quick dip into the standard reGrence works turns up an

astonishingly wide range of activities all taking place within the
general framework of religious festivals: giris on swings; cult
images being washed in the sea; sword-dancing; criminals being
flogged with green branches and ritually expelled from the com-
munity; even exchanges of obscenities between groups of men
andwomen. Alonger perusal, though, reveals the more important
û;ct that the greater number of state religious festivals had their
roots in the soil. They were, that is to say, originally agricultural
rites celebrated by peasants in their villages and fields in order to
secure continuity of existence, a perpetual increase of men,
animals and crops. And their rhythm was originally that of the
seasons, following the cycle of the agricultural year. fu Aristotle
wrote, 'the traditional sacrifices and festivals are, as we can see,

held after the gathering in of the harvest, as a sort of harvest-
home, because it was at this time that the people had most
leisure'. a

'Festivals' here translates Aristotle's synodoi, a word which
literally means 'goings-together' and so could be used for any

form of meeting or association, sacred or secular, peaceful or hos-

tile. (Thanks to its later ecclesiastical usâge, it gives us our 'synods'.)

This wasjust one âmong several expressions in current use for fes-

tivals, a further indication if one is needed of the importance of
festivals in Greek social life. Thus another term, meaning literally
a gathering or assembly, rs panëgyns, though strictly this applied
only to festivals like the Olympic Games which attractedpartici-
pants (theõroi) from more than one community. But the com-
monest and most general expression of all was heortë. Like our
'holiday', which is derived from holy day, heorte could mean simply
amusement or entertainment as well as religious festival, and, in
the sentence just before the one quoted above, Aristotle says that
through holding festivals men'pay due honour to the gods and at

the same time provide pleasant relaxations for themselves'. Plato,

less down-to-earth than his pupil, preferred a more spiritual
interpretation:
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The gods . . . took pity on the human race, born to suffer as it was, and
gave it reliefin the form ofreligious festivals to serve as periods ofrest
from its labours. They gave us the Muses, with Apollo their leader, and
Dionysus; by having these gods to share their holidays, men were to be
made whole again, and thanks to them, we find refreshment in the
celebration of these festivals. (Plato, l¿ws 2.653o trs. T. J.
Saunders)

Apart from these three general words, there are three which
refer more particularly to special features of festivals. First, and
possibly linked et'mologically to heortë, ís eranos..This originally
signified a collective feast, but since feasting was as indispensable
a part of festivals âs the animal sacrifice that preceded ít, eranos
came to be used for the festival as awhole too. Secondly, a festival
accompanied by rites of initiation, most famously the mystery cult
of Demeter and Persephone ar Eleusis, might be called telete.TtttrdIy,
and finally, a. panëgyris likc the Olympic Games which involved
competitions might also be described æ an ígõn, the Greek for
'contest'; competitive excellence was thought to be a peculiarly
appropriate way of showing due respect for the gods, as we
shall see.

Mostheortai, then, stemmed ultimately from rural, agricultural
celebrations. Not surprisingly, therefore, the festival most widely
attested throughout the Greek world is the Thesmophoria, which
was held in honour of Demeter, the earth-mother goddess of
agricultural increase. But between the time of Homer, our earliest
literary source, and the classical fìfth and fourth centuries B.C. the
tie between festivals and the agricultural year visibly weakened.
Hardly any harvest festivals properly so called are attested , and at
Athens in the fìfth century what were rechnically agricultural
festivals were being celebrated up to three months out of season,

with the consequence that the ritual ploughing at rhe Skira fes-
tival, for instance, had 'no correlation with the actualploughing of
the peasants'.s This was because the Athenian state calendar,
which tried to reconcile the lunar year of 354 days with the solar
one of 3651/q, had not been kept properþ adjusted, despite this
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1.02 Paul Cartledge

humorous protest by the Chorus of Aristophanes' Clouds: 'The

moon says she treats you well, while you fail to keep your calendar

straight, but jumble it up, with the result that the gods get cross

with her whenever they are cheated of their dinner and have to

return home without enjoying the feast appointed for the

day.'6

In other words, a process of secularization, or more precisely

politicization, can be detected as the Greek world became

organized into city-states þolei1) and these states graduaþ
developed urban centres increasingly divorced from their rural
hinterland. Indeed, the very act of fixinga day of the month for a
festival represented â move away from the natural, peasant basis

of its original celebration. This process of secularization was not

hindered by the fact that in classical Greece 'the sacred and the

secular were intermingled in a manner which is sometimes

astonishing to us'.7 On the other hand, secularization should not

be over-emphasized. For the peaceful coexistence ofthe mundane

and the celestial, the sacred with the profane, also meant that even

the most secularized of festivals never lost touch entirely with its
religious roots. Sacred things could not be treated as profane, and

festivals took place in a precinct dedicated to some god and were

accompanied by sacrifices.

All this makes it virtually impossible to convey in words the

atmosphere of anheortê. But anyone who has imbibed the mixed

carnival and devotional atmosphere of avillagefes/ø in southern

Italy or Sicily, or a village paneyiri in Greece will have gained

sorne, though of course an inexact, notion ofwhat it may have felt
like to participate in an ancient Greek religious festival.

So much by way of general introduction. The rest of this chapter

will be given over to a more detailed account ofjust two festivals,

the Olympia (or Olympic Games, as we know them) and the

Great or City Dionysia at Athens. These two have been specially

selected for severai reasons. Each is the ultimate source of an idea
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that is still potent in our contemporaryworld - respectively, com-
petitive athletic sports, and the theatre - and yet the contexts in
which those ideas were originally generated are fundamentally
different from those of the modern, revived Olympics or a

current theatrical production. The understanding of such basic

cultural differences is just as important a reason for studying
ancient Greece as the flattering recognition of cultural similarities.
Next, both the Olympia and the Dionysia festivals admirably
illustrate most of the general features of festivals sketched above:

the unity in diversity that was classical Greek religion; the origin
of festivals in peasants' agricultural celebrations; the common
structural elements of the procession, the sacrifice and the feast;

the holidaymaking interruption of the routine daily grind; the
religious conception of competitive excellence; and the process of
secularization. Finally, each ofthese religious festivals is relatively
well documented by literary texts, by the epigraphical evidence of
inscriptions and by archaeology

The Olympic Games

The Olympia, held every four years in honour of Ze:us Olympios
(from Mt Olympus in Thessaly, the highest peak in Greece),

became the largest panêgyrß of the Greeks. This was only fitting
for the worship of the senior deity of the Olympian pantheon, the
father of the gods. It was, besides, the panhellenic festivú, par

excellence, both because all and only Greeks were eligible to par-
ticipate in the Games, and because at its zenith it attracted partici-
pants from all corners of the Greek world [21]. But although

Greece '\Ã/as a religious unity from early times, the institutions
which were the organs of that unity developed relatively late. The
four major panhellenic athletics festivals, for example - the
Olympic, Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean Games - were not
organized into an interlocking períoãos or circuit until the sixth
century B.C.
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1,06 Paul Cartledge

the festival to be exploited as a source of political power. Then,

too, like Delphi the site still breathes an air of numinous calm, and

again like Apollo's at Delphi the oracle of Zeus may well have

spread its fame before ever ânyone thought to hold games at

the sanctuary.

It is also unclear why the Games were in fact added to the cult
of Olympian Zous. Pelops, who is closely associated with their
origins in myth, was worshipped through them as a hero-god
rather than as a founder; and in âny case the old theory which
explained all athletic games as originating in burial rites for
heroes, such as the funeral games held by Achilles for Patroclus in
the lliad, is now discredited. All we can confidently assert is that

the material preconditions for the holding of games at Ol;rmpia on

a regular and more than narrowly local basis were satisfied by the

early eighth century 8.C., and not much, tf at aII, before. By then

there was available a sufficiently large, homogeneous, stable and

wealthy population; communications between the relevant com-

munities, mostly at fìrst in the Peloponnese, were sufficiently
peaceful and close; and the lush pastureland ofthe Alpheios valley
supported sufficient cattle for ritual slaughter and consumption as

sacrifìcial victims.s
In776 8.C., too, to broaden the perspective, the Greek world

was poised on the threshold of momentous change. The creation
of the polis and the idea of citizenship; the dispatch of the first
overseas colonies; the invention of a fully phonetic alphabetic
script - these are just some of the early manifestations of this 'age

of experiment'.e Spearheading these revolutionary changes were
the various local aristocracies, who combined a monopoly of
political po\ /er with a controlling share of the ideas serving to
reinforce their rule, including control ofthe religious apparatus of
their incipient city-states. Central to aristocratic ideology from as

early as we have evidence for it was the ideal of competitiveness:
'ever to be first and to surpass the rest', as one Homeric hero says

to another - this was the leitmotiv of the noblemen's existence. It
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was from the ranks of such kaloíkagathoi, true gentlemen, that the
first competitors at the Olympic Games were drawn.

'Games', though, is a rather grand title for what was untll724
B. C. a single running race, the stade þtadiorz - roughly 200 metres).
But the isolation of this event for the first halÊcenrury of the
Games' history reminds us that this was primarily a religious oc-
casion. The suggestion that running races and competitive games
in general were conceived originally as contributing to maintain
the energies of nature, following a regular cycle, is attractive. The
competitive element, which was present in pracrically all public
ceremonies in ancient Greece, may have carried with it the
general implication of efficaciousness inherent in all fertility rites.
Certainly, the Greeks found it natural to pursue human excellence
in religious occasions such as this and to reward it according to its
degree in tangible, material ways.

By the mid-seventh century B.C. it is appropriate to speak of an

Olympic Games, which then comprised the nine events that
remained part of the programme until the Games were closed
down, as being pàgarL, by a Christian Roman Emperor in ÀD. 393

[23]. These were the stadion, diaulos (roughly 400 metres), dolichos

(roughly 5,000 metres), pentathloø (discus; standing jump; javelin;
stadion; wrestling), wrestling, boxing, chariot-race, horse-race,
and pankration (a brutal, even lethal combination of boxing,
wrestling and judo). r0 Events for boys (aged twelve to eighteen),
the race in heavy armour, and one or two other events were added
subsequently so that by 472 B.C. when the Games were
reorganized after the Persian'Wars under the management of Elis
they had swollen into a five-day festival. The construction of a
proper stadium in the sixth century marked the growing
autonomy of track and field events from the more narrowly
religious manifestations.

On the other hand, the athletics never broke entirely free from
their cultic moorings. To approach the ancient Olympics in a

spirit appropriate to their modérn imitation is to let oneself in for
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Olympiad

1

t4
15

Year BC
776

724

720

708

688

680

648

632

628

616

520

500

496

444

408

396

384

268

256

200

18

Euent

Stade-race (short foot-race)
Diaulos (double-length foot-race)

Dolichos (long-distance foot-race)

Pentathlon and wrestling
Boxing
Tethrippon (four-horse chariot-race)

Panþration (type of all-in wrestling)
and horse-race

Foot-race and wrestling for boys

Pentathlon for boys (immediately
discontinued)

Boxing for boys

Race-in-armour
Apene (mule-cart race)

Calpe or anabatës (race for mares)

Apênë and calpe discontinued
Synoris (two-horse chariot-race)

Competitions for heralds and

trumpeters
Chariot-racing for teams of four colts

Chariot-racing for teams of two colts
Races for colts

Panþration for boys

23

25

33

37

38

41

65

70

77

84

93

96

99

128

731

145

23 \\e development of the Olympic programme.

a grave shock. It would be 'as if a sports correspondent, setting out
to cover the Montreal Olympics, should find that he had been

sent, instead, to cover the Holy-W'eek ceremonies at Seville'.ll
Scholars cannot agree on the order of the athletics programme,
but there is unanimity that the festival began, ended and was

punctuated with individual and collective religious worship and

that it was timed to coincide with a fu[ máon, probabþ the
second after the summer solstice.
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The first day was reserved for ceremonial within the Altis.

Sacrifices, dedications and prayers were offered up to Zers by
ofûcials and competitors, and the solemnly binding oath was

sworn by all participants before the alta¡ and statue of Zetts

Horkios (Guardian'of Oaths). Breach of this oath could lead to
disqualifìcation and a heavy fine. During the Games there were

two more public sacrifices; the one held on the day of the full
moon following the procession to the great ash altar of Zeus was

the festival's central event. The fìnal day was concluded with a

general feast after the crowning of the victors.

But if it would be wrong to ignore the fundamental religious

components of the ancient Olympics, it would be hardly less

erroneous to ignore the more purely secular elements too. Of
these, three may be picked out for special mention: the economics

of the festival and its accompaniments; the character of the

athletic competition; and the relationship between politics and

sport.

Far, far more people came to watch the athletics than the com-

parative handful of leisured and affluent gentlemen who could
afford the time and expense of the intensive training necessary to
compete in them. This vast throng (perhaps as many as 40,000

could have crowded into the fourth-century stadium, the one vis-

ible at Olympia today) had to find food and shelter, and probably
the great majority of them expected also to be entertained when
there were no athletic or religious activities going on. Hence the

Olympics, like the Ascension Day festivities of Renaissance

Venice and many another such occasion, attracted a multifarious
fringe of lodginghouse keepers, stall-holders, peddlers, cooks,

jugglers, musicians, prostitutes - in short, all the fun ofthe fair. So

important economically might these festival fairs be that a Greek

geographer writing around the turn of our era could refer to the

main festival of Delos as 'a sort of commer cral affaír' .r2 At arather
higher level, the craftsmen who made objects suitable for dedi-

cation to Zeus or some other god or hero in the Altis profited
greatly; and the considerable building and repair actlíty in the

The Greeþ religious festivals 1.1I

many shrines brought work to skilled artists of international
repute like Pheidias (who made the gold and ivory statue of Zeus,

adjudged one of the Seven 'Wonders of antiquity) and, more

important economically, to local unskilled manual labourers. At
the most elevated level of all in cultic terms, sacrificed animals

provided hides for privileged officials and other VIPs, and à rane

meat meal for the humbler celebrants.

Turning from economics to the character of the athletic com-

petition, it is essential to rid our minds of the notion of
amateurism so dear to Pierre, Baron de Coubertin, the inspiration

behind the revival of the Ol¡rmpics in 1896.13 Competitors in the

ancient Olympics may often have been self:styled gentlemen, but
they were not amateurs either in the sense that they disdained

material rewards or in the sense that they were dilettantes who
merely played at athletics. ra Aristocrats of all ages, whose claim to
superiority rests ultimately on an accident of birth, are of course

apt to overstress innate talent at the expense of training. But an

aristocrat like Theagenes of Thasos, who is alleged to have won
around 1,300 victories in boxing andthe panþration in just twenty-
two years ofthe early fifth century, was hardly a dilettante; and he

of course won most of his victories in competitions where the

prize was not just a token olive-crown as at Olympia. In other
words, Theagenes was a professional, that is full-time, athlete,

who must have devoted his youth and early manhood almost

exclusively to the single-minded (or mindless, according to some

ancient as well as modern critics) pursuit of athletic success.

From the Greekwordagõn our'agony' is derived. However, it
is not only the strain and toughness of Greek competitiveness that

strike us so forcefully today but also its all-pervasiveness. fu we

shall see, it was no less in evidence in the Theatre of Dionysus at

Athens than in the stadium at Olympia. Still, there are probably
no nicer illustrations ofthe peculiar quality of Greek comPetitive-

ness than Pindar's epinician odes, written to celebrate victors at

the four major panhellenic games. From many possible examples

space permits just two selections, one from the eighth Olympian
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Ode, the other from the eighth þthian. Both were commissioned

for victors in the boys' wrestling who were scions of the island

aristocrary of Aegina not far from Athens:

On the limbs of four boys he put away from him
The hateful return, the dishonouring tongue,

The secret b¡path,
And into his father's father he breathed

Strength to resist old age.

A man forgets death when all goes well.
(Olympian 8.67-73)

And now four times you came down with bodies beneath you,

(You meant them harm),

To whom the $'thian feast has given
No glad home-coming like yours
They, when they meet their mothers,

Have no sweet laughter around them moving delight.

In back streets out of their enemies' way
They cower; disaster has bitten them.

(Pythian 8.81-7 trs. C. M. Bowra)

Competition at Olympia, then, was a paramilitary exercise. It
will come as no surprise to learn that agõn in one of its senses can

mean 'war', and war in the ancient Greeks' view was a male pre-

serye. Not onlywere women not allowed to compete in person in
the Olympics (though they might enter their chariots), they were

actually debarred from watching the Games, where their men

channelled their competitive aggression into action that onlyjust
stayed this side of outright martial violence. What George Orwell
wrote of modern sport is even more true of the ancient Olympics:
'serious sport has nothing to do with fat play.It is bound up with
hatred, jealousy, boastfulness, disregard of all rules, and sadistic

pleasure in witnessing violence: in other words, it is war minus the

shooting.'15 In ancient Greece they sometimes had the shooting

too, in the sense that deaths, above all in the boxing andpankration,

were by no meâns unknown; indeed, death in Olympic com-
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petition was revealingly placed in the Greek scale of values on a
par with the highest glory of all, death in battle on behalf of
one's city.

This provides a convenient link to my final topic, the relation
between politics and sport. The ancient Greeks would have shared

the modern criticism of Nazi Germany in1,936 and Soviet Russia

in 1980, that the host nation ought not to make political capital out
of hosting the Games. This was an eventualrty they sidestepped by
keeping the Games in one venue and under the management of a
state that was not of the frst political importance. On the other
hand, the ancient Greeks would not have understood the official
attempts made today to distinguish in principle between inter-
national politics and international sport, and to keep the former
out of the latter. The Olympic sacred truce, for example, was not
designed to promote panhellenic amtty, as de Coubertin fondly
imagined. It was an armistice (ekecheir:ia), a supremely realistic

measure aimed at protecting pi'lgrims and participants in the fes-

tival from hostile military activity by states through whose

territory they might have to pass or in which the Games were
held. The truce never stopped wars between Greek states; it
merely prevented wars from stopping the Games. Even so, in420
B.C. the Games were threatened by an invasion, as we shall see,

and in 364 n.c. they were actually interrupted as fighting spilled
over into the Altis.l6

If General von Clausewitzwas right to hold that war is the con-

tinuation of politics by or with other means, then the ancient

Olympics were the continuation ofwar with or by other, political
means. [t is true that competitors entered individually, but the

state took the liveliest possible interest in an Olympic victory
gained by one of its citizens, while conversely citizens sought to
turn their victories to political âccount. The following examples

will demonstrate that politics and sport rñ/ere inseparably

intertwined in ancient Greece, as they are today, though in very
different ways.

. In the recent past, nation states have boycotted the Olympics in
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order to make various political points. No ancient Greek state

would have deprived itself of the chance to bask in the reflected

glory of an Olympic victory by one of its native SonS¡ If the

citizens of a particular state were barred from competing in anti-

quity, this was because Elis decreed it so, as she did, for instance,

to the Spartans in 420. Nevertheless, a Prominent and very

wealthy Spartan entered his four-horse chariot under an assumed

name, won, and then made bold to throw off the disguise and

claim his prize as a Spartan. Whereupon the Eleian judges not

merely disqualified him but even had him whipped - a singular

exception to the rule that corporal punishment in antiquity was

reserved for slaves.lt
The Spartans rñ/ere banned in 420 B.c. for political, not

religious, reasons, and political tensions were running so high that

the participants feared Sparta might aauaþ invade Olympia to

get the ban lifted. But that a ban of this kind was highly unusual is

shown by the fact that in 480 B. c. the ryrant of Greek Rhegion in
South ltaþ was not debarred from competing (and winning) even

though earlier that same summer he had collaborated with the

Carthaginians in their invasion of Greek Sici1y.18 The pan-

hellenism of the Olympic Games, in other words, served not only

to emphasizewhatthe Greeks had in common culturally, but also

to point up their irreconcilable political differences. Otherwise it
would be hard to explain how the Greeks of Taras, for example,

could unashamedly dedicate at the panhellenic shrine of Olympia
a tithe of booty taken from their South ltalian neighbours, the

Greeks of Thourioi.le
lfrThere are several specific instances of states taking an interest

in citizens of theirswho competed or, best of all, won at Olympia.

Perhaps the most spectacular of these concerns the citizen of
Alragas (modern Agrigento in Sicily) who in 412 r.c. won the

prestigious stade race. He was escorted back within the walls of his

city by no less than 300 chariots, each drawn by a pair of white
horses.2o From about 600 8.C., too, Greek states had built public
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gymnasia, exercise-grounds. This was mainl¡ of course to

ãrr.o,tr"g" their warriors to keep strong and fit, but gymnastic

exercises had an obvious practical application at Olympia as well.

By the later fifth century some states were offering good trainers

material inducements, and by the end of the fourth they were also

subsidizing promising athletes whose ancestral wealth was not

equal to the huge demands in time and financial outlay made by

olympic competition. one final example of state encouragement

of Olympic success: at Sparta, the most powerful military state in

Greece from the seventh to the fourth cenflüy, Olympic victors

had the enormous privilege of being stationed in front of their

king in battle.2l
At øt individuals who used an Olympic victory as a form of

political credit, the classic example is surely that of Alcibiades.

Athens in his day was a radical democracy, whose expressed ideo-

logywas egalitarian. Yet even so Alcibiades couldjustifiably hope

to gain political advantage from a victory in the most aristo cratíc

of Olympic events, the four-horse chariot-race. In the year in

question, probably 416 B. c., he entered no less than seven chariots

and took r"cottd and fourth places as well as the crown itself,22 It

would be hard to think of a modern parallel for a politician trading

on his athletic success in order to secure the adoption by a demo-

cratic assembly of a controversial foreign poliry involving war in a

distant land. That is perhaps as good an illustration as any ofjust
how alien to our way of thinking was the mixture of the religious

and the secular, ofsport and politics, represented by the ancient

Olympic festival.

The Great or City Dionysia at Athens

It is impossible to establish in full detail the Fasti or festival calendar

of any Greek state, as can be done for, say, Republican Rome'23

But the calendar of democratic Athens in the fifth and fourth cen-

turies B. C. allows by fzr the most complete reconstruction of any
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of the hundreds of calendars then in use in the Greek world.2a
According to an anonymous pamphleteer of the later fifth cen-

tury, the Athenians celebrated more festivals than any other
Greek city, allegedly twice as many.2s Certainly they were very
numerous, the reasons being that the state of Athens had been

created from an earlier unification of a large number oflocal com-
munities and that there was felt a need to integrate as many
traditional religious forces as possible for the benefìt of the
new collectivity.

Two texts will bring out just how important festivals \ /ere to
the social life of democratic Athens. In431, B.C. the Peloponnesian
'War broke out as a result of irreconcilable tensions between the
two Greek 'super powers', Athens and Sparta. In the winter of
431,-430 B.C. following the füst season's campaigrung the Athenians

honoured their leading statesman Pericles by choosing him to
deliver the funeral oration over the Athenian dead. His actual
words are not known, but the great historian ofthe Peloponnesian
War, Thurydides, has grven us an immortal version of his speech,

which preserves at least the general sense ofwhat Pericles actuaþ
said in the Kerameikos cemetery. The speech was a hymn ofpraise
to the Athenians' democratic way of life, which Pericles claimed
to be a model for other Greeks to follow. Essential to that way of
life, he said, were festivals. 'When our work is over, we are in a
position to enjoy all kinds of recreation for our spirits. There are

various kinds of contests (agõnes) and sacrifices (thusiai) regularþ
throughout the year.' 26

Twenty-seven years later Athens had lost the disastrous

Peloponnesian 'War and been compelled by the Spartans to
abolish its democratic constitution. A vicious oligarchic junta,
later known as the Thirty Tyrants, exercised a bloody sway for
some months until they provoked a determined democratic resis-

tance led from outside Athens by a small and heroic band of exiles.

These exiles succeeded in re-entering Athens under arms, a battle
was fought in the staunchly democratic port of Piraeus, and the
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forces ofthe Thirtywere defeated. This deGatwas the undoing of
their regime. Not long after, Athens became a democrary once
more and remained so until 322 n.c. when the Macedonians again
put democrary down, this time for good. Following the battle of
the Piraeus :r.'403 B.c. the herald ofthose initiated into the Eleusinian
Mysteries addressed a ringing plea for national reconciliation to
those who had fought for the Thirty. A version of his speech was
given by Xenophon in his Hßtory of Greece:

Fellow-citizens, why are you driving us our of the ciry? Why do you
want to kill us? We have never done you any harm. -We 

have shared
with you in the most holy religious services, in sacrifices and in splendid
festivals (heortai); we have joined in dances with you . . . In the name of
the gods of our fathers and morhers, of the bonds of kinship and
marriage and friendship, which are shared by so many of us on both
sides, I beg you to feel some shame in front of gods and men and to give
up this sin against your fatherland. (Xenophon, Hellenica 2.4.20-l)27

Festivals, then, were important in democratic Athens. But so
were they in any Greek city, whatever its political constitution,
and even a .'f,zenof a non-democratic state could agree with pericles

that they provided spiritual recrearion, and with the Eleusinian
herald that they reinforced communal solidarity. What gave them
their special flavour in Athens in the fifth and fourth centuries
therefore was precisely the fact that Athens was a democrary, the
world's first and the most long-lived, radical and successful in
classical Greece. This is how the so-called 'Old Oligarch'
explained, in his biased way, the function of festivals in demo-
cratic Athens:

However, for the staging of dramatic and choral festivals, the superin-
tending of the gymnasia and the games and the provision of triremes,
they realize that it is the rich who pay, and the common people for
whom such things are arranged and who serve in the triremes. At all
events, they think it right to receive pay for singing, running and dancing,
and for sailing in the fleet so that they may have money and the rich may
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become poor. In the courts too, they are as much interested in their own

advantage as they are in justice. ('Old Oligarch' 1.1'3 trs. J. M'
Moore)28

What he is saying, in other words, is that the Athenian democ-

racy was run by and for the majority of poor citizens, the demos,

who used their control of the constitution to soak the rich

minority of citizens, men like our anonymous pamphleteer who

would prefer to live under some form of oligarchy, the rule of the

rich few (oligoi). Needless to say, a democrat would hardly have

seen things this way and would stress the honour and prestige that

the wealthy derived individually from their financial contri-
butions and the power and glory that accrued to the state of
Athens collectively thanks to its control of the sea and its magnifi-

cent cultural productions. fu good away as any of evaluating these

competing claims is to examine the Great or City Dionysia, a fes-

tival second in importance only to the Panathenaia devoted to

Athens' patron goddess, Athena Polias.2e

Today it is the tragedies and comedies produced at the festival

that immediately spring to mind in connection with the Dionysia;

and the following accountwill give most spâce to their staging and

reception. But for the Athenians these were but one, and not
necessarily the most important, element. To put the plays into

proper historical perspective, it is necessary to examine as awhole
the occasion of which they formed an integral part; the way in
which that occasion was organized; and what the occasion and its

organízatton tell us about democratic Athenian society.

The Great Dionysia festival was also known as the City
Dionysia to distinguish it from the various rural Dionysia cele-

brated in the demes or parishes of Attica, the city-state territory of
Athens. Dionysus, a latecomer to the Olympian pantheon, is of
uncertain geographical origin, but he functioned as a god offer-
tility in general and wine in particular. No less unclear is the

reason why the ecstatic dancing and revelry (komos) associated

with his cult should have given rise to drama, especially as the rites
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were traditionally performed by women and yet all the acting per-

sonnel of tragedy, satyr-drama and comedy were men. Comedy,

as its etymology indicates, is directly descended from the singing

that accompanied the þõmos, though that still leaves the genesis of
its dramatic form to be explained. fu for tragedy, it is only a

hypothesis that it had its origins in mystic initiation into the rites of
Dionysus, that all tragedywas originally about Dionysus, and that

the satyr-play attached to the tragedies is a vestige of these

initiatory origins.
Whatever the merits of that hypothesis, it is clear that, just as

the Games were added to the cult of Zeus Olympios at Olympia,

so the plays were grafted on to an original cult of Dionysus

Eleuthereus (from Eleutherai, a village on Attica's northern bor-

der); this consisted in the bringing of his statue from outside

Athens to his sancflrary at the foot of the Acropolis, the solemn

sacrifìce, and the ensuing revel. The date bywhich the drama had

taken recognizable shape is tied to the careers of the benevolent

dictator Pisistratus and the actor-playwright Thespis. Towards the

end of his reign Pisistratus, for political rather than religious or

cultural reasons, 'gave tragedy an official blessing by bringing

rural mumming to the city'.30 Thefloruit of Thespis was given in
antiquity as 534, six years before Pisistratus' death. The democ-

rary, therefore, which was not instituted until 508-507 s.c., did

not inaugurate the enlarged Dionysia but took it over and in the

process transformed its political significance.

The Greek Dionysia occurred in Elaphcbolion, the ninth

month of the Athenian year, which was named after Artemis

Elaphebolos ('Deerhunter'). fu with other Athenian months, the

festival that had at first been the most imPortant and after which

the month was named had ceased to be so by the time of the

democracy. A couple of days before the festival Proper began two

preliminary ceremonies were conducted. The old wooden statue

of Dionysus was removed from its precinct and placed tem-

porarily in a temple outside the ciry-walls on the road to
Eleutherai. This was so that every year the festival's original
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transfer from Eleutherai to Athens might be symbolically re-

enacted, at least in part. Secondly, on Elaphebolion 8 the Proagõn

or'ceremony preceding the contest'was held. From 444 n.c. this
took place in a building constructed at the instigation of Pericles

and called the Odeion or Singing-Hall. Here the competing

playwrights, accompanied by their actors, announced what plays

were to be performed. At the Proagon of 406 8.C., for example,
just after the death ofEuripides had been announced, Sophocles

appeared in mourning, and introduced his actors and chorus

without the customary garlands on their heads; the audience, we
are told, dissolved into tears.

The festival proper began on Elaphëbolion 10 with a great pro-
cession þompe); this was distina from the procession that brought
back the statue. Participants in the grand opening procession

included not only Athenian citizens, but resident aliens and, in the

fifth century, Athenian colonists who had been settled elsewhere

in the Aegean area for economic and strategic reasons. All were

dressed in gorgeous robes; many carried a model of an erect

phallus, the Dionysiac fertility symbol; others drove along the

cows and bulls that were to be sacrifìced in the Theatre of
Dionysus as the culmination of the procession, no less than240 of
them in 333 n.c. In the evening there was a great communal beef
supper, arare treat, washed down with litres of diluted wine; then
followed a gigantic revel. Since this wâs the holiest day ofthe fer
tival, there is not surprisingly no record of a political fusembly
being held on this day. So out of the ordinary was it, in fact, that

even prisoners were released from custody on bail.
The next åay, the first of the three tragedians whose work had

been selected had his three tragedies and a satyr-play performed.
But before the plays could commence there were more

ceremonies, some religious, most wholly secular. The saying of
prayers and the pouring of libations are to be expected. But in the

fifth century, before defeat in the Peloponnesian War put paid to
their vaulting ambitions, the Athenians also used this occasion as a

grand demonstration of their imperial might. They had the year's
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tribute from their subject-allies, some of whom will have been in

the audience, paraded by some 400 hired bearers who each carried

a sack containing one talent's worth ofsilver.3l This parade, which

served as a kind of collective receipt, formed a natural comple-

ment to the Parthenon and other splendid buildings on the

Acropolis above the Theatre which had been financed from the

imperial tribute. Then there was another, smaller parade, this time

in full armour by newl¡adult orphans whose fathers had been

killed in war and who had therefore been raised at state exPense.

This was a neart way of celebrating both military patriotism and a

kind ofwelfare-state democratic paternalism. Finally, this was the

moment for the conduct of some civic business: the renewal of a
treaty, perhaps, or the proclamation of honours for individual
citizens. Only when these preliminaries were out of the way could

the first piay start.

There were four days of plays, three for tragedies and their

accompanying satyr-plays, the fourth for the five comedies

chosen. On the day after the comedies an Assembly was held to

scrutinize, in quintessentially democratic fashion, the conduct of
the festival by the relevant state officials. It was now that com-

plaints could be made, and court cases might arise from allegations

of miscondua. A brief description of what was involved in the

staging of the plays and the spirit in which they were presented

and received will readily show why litigation, oddly to our way of
thinking, might resuit from participation in a religious ritual.

The plays were put on in the open air during the hours of
daylight. Theøtronwas originally the collective noun for a group of
spectators (theatai) and so became attached to the place where the

theataí spectated. At Athens this meant the south-east slope of the

Acropolis, a doubly appropriate site. Not only was the Acropolis

the focus of Athenian religious and civic activity, but it was also

geographically suitable. The abrupt rock of the hill provided

shelter from the north winds apt to blow in early spring when the

Dionysia normally fell; while the hill's moderate south-east slope

could be specially prepared to accommodate superimposed rows
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of seating l25l - beaten earth and wooden benches down to the
later fourth century, when the stone seating visible todaywas corr
structed. It is estimated that the theatre could hold up to 17,000

spectators, who looked down on the årama and beyond to the
plain that stretched to Mt Hymettus and the sea. 'The whole set-

ting was drawn into the dramatic scene rather than shut out or
obliterated.'32 Nothing could be further from our theatre-
buildings with their enclosed space and artificial, man-made
atmosphere.

The drama took place in a prepared area at the foot of the hill.
To repeat, the origins of drama are obscure, but it somehow cryrs-

tallízed out of ritual miming, singing and dancing that told and
retold traditional myths about the Athenians' gods and heroic
âncestors. Thus the essential and irreducible component of the
theatre was the orchestra, a circular dancingfloor of beaten earth
perhaps modelled on a threshing-floor. Here the Chorus ofmasked

men chan,ed and 
^:7:';':':::"::en, 

or"" "r..-;::instrument (aulos). The actors, also masked men, occr.rpied a
separately defined space behind the orchestra, a raised wooden
stage to which they gained access from the sþ¿ne . The latter,
which means literally a tent or booth (like those erected at Olympia),
was a rectangular building of light wooden constnrction that served

both as the main prop and as the actors' dressing- and mask-

changing room. There had been, to begin with, just one actor in
tragedy, the playwright himselfl who enacted the drama in
dialogue with the Chorus. Aeschylus added a second, Sophocles a

third, and three remained the fixed number of speaking actors in
tragedy, though some plays of Aristophanes demanded a.

minimum of five.
The play's the thing. Drama in Greek means 'something done',

a reminder that the plays were seen and heard rather than read. In
fact, the playwright þoietas or'maker') was not said to'write'his
plays but to 'produce' or'teach' them. For though most Athenian
citizenswere sufficiently literate to enable the democrary to func-
tion, they lived in a fundamentally oral culture in which infor-
mation in the broadest sense wâs normally communicated by
word of mouth and in face-to-face contact. Theywere thereby far
more habituated than we are to the spoken word as a medium of
communication - a pre-condition for the successful operation of
the Dionysia in their extended form, since play-going in demo-
cratíc Athens provided a rich and highly concentrated bill of
fare.

Individual Greek plays were by our standards short, one-acters;
Aeschylus' Agamrmninis unusualiy long with 1,673 lines. But then
no tragedian (unlike the comic playwright) composed a single,
selÊsuffìcient play. Instead, he wrote three tragedies, sometimes

as a connected trilogy, and a kind of burlesque masque in which
the Chorus impersonated animals rather than humans. These

together maderlp 
" 

dry', bill and, like the five comedies, provided
something like six solid hours of performance. Besides, the
language of tragedy was artificially elevated to match the
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unrelieved moral earnestness of the drama. The mere fact of the
presentation of nine such plays each year before an audience well
in excess of 10,000 in the open air seems an extraordinary feat to
most ofus, who ûnd it easier to comprehend the light relief afforded
by the sat¡n-plays and comedies. And this is not to mention the
quality of the surviving plays, several of which have established
themselves as classics of the theatre. Which reminds us that it was

the Greeks or rather the Athenians who in the fifth century B.C.

created the idea of a theatre.33 But they did so in a religious
context.

However, since there was no division between church and

state, there being no church, the running of the Dionysia was sub-

sumed under the normal administration of the Athenian demo-
craticstate. The civic official in overall charge of the festival was

the eponymous chief Archon, who was appointed annually (after

487 s.c. by the democratic procedure of the lot) andwas account-

able to the Athenian people as a whole, again in accordance with a

basic democratic principle. Management of the Great Dionysia
was only one of his responsibilities, and he was not chosen for his

special dramatic sensitiviry.
Nevertheless, he it was who selected the three tragedians and

the five writers of comedies from those interested in'applying for
a Chorus'. We do not know the criteria on which he made his

selection, though he perhaps asked the prospective playwrights to
recite passages to him. However the selection was made, we carr

only applaud those fuchons who decided for Aeschylus, Sophocles,

Euripides and Aristophanes, and feel sorry for the one who pre-
ferred the unknown Gnesippos to Sophocles. The Archon's next
task was to appoint chorêgoí, Chorus-masters.or impresarios, one
for each ofthe lucky playwrights. Here the drama and the political
economy ofdemocratic Athens met each other head on. For to act

as choregos was to perform a leitourgia, a legally enforceable,
necessary public service; and the requirement to carry out a

liturgywas a form of indirect tax levied only on the richest Athenian
citizens and resident aliens. On the liberality or meanness of the
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chorëgos the success of a playwright depended to a considerable
degree. For he found, paid and kitted out the Chorus and, when
required, provided for a retinue of mute characters or even
occasionally a second Chorus. He also paid the aulos-player and,

from the late fifth centurf, a professional Chorus-trainer.
Perhaps, too, he covered the cost of any special effects. When the
performances were over, he was expected to provide a banquet
for all concerned.

All this was unavoidably expensive, and it could be hugely so.

There happens to survive pat of alaw-court speech written for a

man being prosecuted on the potentially capital charge of em-
bezzlement in about 400 n.c.34 The defendant begins with a

monumental catalogue of all the liturgies he has performed,
including that of acting as choregos for tragedy at the Great
Dionysiawhich, he claims, cost him no less than half a talent. But
this was .an extraordinary amount, well above the required
minimum, and the defendant indirectly explains why he paid out
so much. For he overspent in order to benefit the city and to build
up a large store of credit with the Athenian people against pre-
cisely such an eventuality as the prosecution he was then facing.
The trial was being held before a jury of 501 ordinary Athenian
citizens in the politically charged atmosphere described earlier in
this chapter. It is an easy inference that orr chor-egos. an enormously
wealthy man, was anxious to allay any suspicion that his wealth
had made him sympathetic to oligarchic counter-revolution. This
is why he stresses his exceptional public-spiritedness and does not
dwell on the prestige and influence wealth commanded even in
this ostensibly egalitarian society.

After the playwrights and the chorëgoi it remained for the
fuchon to select the actors. Or rather, it seems, he chose the leading
actor for each poet, and then those actors selected their supporting
actors for themselves. The general term for actor was hypobrites, so

called because he answered the Chorus. But the titles used to dis-
tinguish between the actors are sociologically far more revealing.
They make explicit that element which largely shaped the
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organization of the Great Dionysia no less than that of the Olympic

Games, the element of competition.
The leading actor in tragedy was known as the prõtagonistes,

literally 'first competitor', the two supporting actors being the
'second' and 'third competitors'. Central to the plot was the agõn,

or debate, in whose resolution lay the core of the drama. The

parallel between this dramatic debate and a law-suit, also called

agõn, could hardly be lost on the democratic Athenians, who

acquired a not entirely unfounded international reputation for

being exceptionally fond of going to 1aw.35 But the protagonist

did not only compete metaphorically within the plays he acted:

from 449 B.C. he also, and he alone, was eligible to comPete

literally for the actrngprize paid for by the state. This emphasis on

the protagonist may seem excessive to us, but it was second nature

to the Greeks: at the Olympics, for example, only the winne¡
received a prize. Beside the competition between the pro-

tagonists, there was one between the chorêgoi. This could be so

intensely passionate that chorëgoi are said to have come to blows in
the Theatre of Dionysus, a further explanation of the size of their

expenditure. Finally, there was a comPetition between plays or

groups ofplays decidedby an elaborately democraticjudging pro-

cedure aimed at eliminating bribery, favouritism, and undue

influence. Here the reaction of the audience to the plays was

clearly an important factor.

In its choice of a contemporary subject the Persae of Aeschylus

is unique among surviving tragedies. But this should not be

allowed to obscure the fact that all tragedies, no less than the

comedies, were contemporâry in the sense that the moral and

political issues they addressed were of immediate, contemporarry

relevance to their Athenian public. Scholars disagree strongly

over the extent to which the playwrights' political views can be

inferred from their plays and whether they used their plays as

vehicles for particular points of political propaganda. But no one

disputes that the experience of pla¡going at the Dionysia was

supposed to be broadly educational, a school for citizenship in the
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Athenian democrary. This \ryas one of the main reasons why in the
second halfofthe fifth century the central state exchequer began

to pay the entrance fee to ensure that no cttizenwas excluded by
poverty from attending the plays. And notjust attending, but par-
ticipating, just as all were expected to participate actively in the
fusembly and law-courts or on the battleground. For Athenian
audiences did not sit respectfuþ in silence and clap politely at the
end of the plays. They wept openly, they applauded, hissed,

booed, ate noisily, banged the wooden benches with their heels,

threw food at the actors, as and when the mood took them.
'Whether or not women had miscarriages brought on by the

entrance of the Chorus of Furies in the Eumenides of Aeschylus in
458 n.c. (women may not tn fact have attended the plays), the
Oresteia trilogy of which this was the third part can only be fully
understood as a profound and powerfully moving contribution to
a fierce political and social debate at â time of momentous change
in the development of the Athenian democracy. It would be hard
to think of a better illustration of the essential difference between
modern representative democraa¡ and the direct, participatory
democracy of classical Athens than a comparison of a performance
at the National Theatre in L,ondon today with a performance in
the Theatre of Dionysus at Athens in the fifth and fourth
centuries 8.C..

I end with two quotations that seem to me to sum up well most of
what I have been trying to convey. Greek religious festivals were
'moments of intense, total life'.36 They satisfied 'the need which
men feel to get together, to enjoy themselves, to feast, and to
make merry, and likewise the need ofinterrupting and lighting up'

the monotonous course of daily life'.37 I would only add that, like
so much else in Greek social life, they were shot through with a

rigorous and relentless pursuit of competitive excellence, some-

thing in which they thought their gods took an especially keen

delight. In short, they were to our way of thinking desperately

foreign.
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6 For Dionysus' Eleusinian role as Iacchus cf. Sophocles, Ant. 1115-
52. On the Mvsteries cf. above, pp. 57-B and 87-91.

7 See E.R. Dodds on Euripides, Bacchae 64-1.69 (2nd edn, Oxford
1e60).

B For the prayer for victory cf., e.g., K"rSh* 581-94;
Thesmophoriazusae 97 2-3.

9 Cf., e.g., Plato, Symposium 176a; Aeschyhts,Agamemnon246-7,wjth
G. Thomson's note (Cambridge 1938, repr. 1966). Three libations
were normally made: to Zeus Olympios (or Zeus Olympios and the
Olympian gods), the heroes, and Zeus the Saviour.

10 'The Greek gods formed a constant background and, we may say,

consecration of conviviality . . ., their blessing rested on wine and
food', A.D. Nock, 'The cult of heroes', HarvardTheological Review 37
(1944) 155, repr. in his Essays on Religion and the Ancient World
(Oxford 1972) 587-8. Nock cites a passage from Athenaeus (192n),

which illustrates what the Greeks liked to believe about their tra-
ditions, even if the reality was much less solemn: 'Every gathering
among the ancients to celebrate a symposium acknowledged a god as

the occasion for it, and they made use of chaplets appropriate to the
gods as well as hymns and songs.'

1J C[. especially J. Defradas, 'Le banquet de Xénophane', Reuue des

Etudes Crecques 7 5 (1962) 344-65 . Of course, Xenophanes' views in
this passage accord with his well-known critique of Homer's treat-
ment of the gods and to that extent have a 'philosophical' tinge.

L2 Wreaths, perfumes and incense were natural concomitants (cf.
Athenaeus 641F); the mention of an altar is more unusual (D.,\.
Campbell, Greek Lyric Poetry (tondon 1967, repr.1982) 335, sug
gests that what is intended is a small terracotta altar for burning
incense, but this one is big enough to be 'decorated all around with
flowers'. Professor Martin Robertson has more plausibly suggested
that what is meant is the altar of Ze:os Herkeios in the courtyard of
the house). C.M. Bowra, Problems in Greeþ Poetry (Oxford 1953) 1,-

15, emphasizes the literary tradition to which this poem belongs,
though Xenophanes' tone is more solemn than that of most other
poets (Anacreon 11 (PMC 356) and elegiac fr.2 (West); Critias 6

(West); Ion of Chios 26 md27 (von Blumenthal); Theognis 467-
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96). Pindar makes similar remarks on the impropriety of songs about

divine battles (Ol. 9.35-9).
13 Some examples: O/. 3 was performed at a festival (theoxenia) at

Acragas, Ol. 1,4 accompanied a procession to the temple of the

Graces at Orchomerrius, Pyth. L1 was designed for a ceremony at the

shrine of Ismenian Apollo near Thebes.

14 Pyth.8.95-6.
15 For example, C.M. Bowra's comment on Pindar's religion oddly

introduces the idea of 'orthodoxy': 'FIe was ciearly determined to

present his gods and goddesses in a familiar and orthodox guise and

to leave no doubt about his accePtance of them as they were known

to other men', Pindar (Oxford 1,964) 43.

16 See N.J. Richardson, The Homeric Hymn to Demeter (Oxford
1e74) 252.

17 E.g. Homer, Iliad 1'6.384-92; Solon 1'3.1'6-25 (West).

18 See R Parker, Miøsma (Oxford 1983).

3 Early Greek views about life after death

1 J. Griffìn, 'The Epic Cycle and the uniqueness of Homet' , Journal of

Hellenic Studies 97 (1977) 42-3.
2 J.N. Coldstream , Geometric Greece (London 1977)346-8; also'Hero-

cults in the age of Homer', Journal of Hellenic Studies 96 (1976)

8-r7.
3 E. Rohde, Psyche trs. W.B. Hillis (Inndon1,925, repr. 1950) 346-7;

E.R Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley 1951') 1,35ff.

4 Dodds, Greeþs and the Irratíonal155-6.

5 The Greek religious festivals

1 M. L Finley (ed.), The kgoty of Gr eece : a N ew Appralsal ( Oxford 1 98 1 )

4.

2 The standard work on religious festivals outside Athens is still M.P.

Nilsson, Griechísche Feste uon religiöser Bedeutung mit Ausschluss der

Attischen (1906, repr. Stuttgat 1957); even those who cannot read

German will find useful the indices listing (i) the places where fes-
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tivals are attested, (ii) the names ofthe festivals, and (iii) the gods and
' heroes in whose honour the festivals were celebrated. For Athens

see H.'W. Parke, Festiuals of the Atheniaøs (London 1977): but this is
not always reliable. J.D. Mikals on, The sacred and civil calendar of the
Athenian Year (Princeton 1975) is highly technical and establishes the
days of the month on which festivals are known for certain to have
been held.

3 Herodotus 8.144.2 (in the dated but dependable Everyman trans-
lation of George Rawlinson).

4 fuistotle, Nicomachean Ethics 8.9, 11.60?25-8 (trs. J.A.K Thomson).
5 W.K. Pritchert, The Greeþ State at War tn (Berkeley, Los Angeles,

I¡ndon 7979) 165, in a section of a chapter on war festivals discuss-
ing the Greek festival calendar.

6 Aristophanes, Clouds 615-79 (CA219 in LACTOR 72'The Culture
of Athens').

7 M.P. Nilsson, Creek Popular Religion (New york 1940) 40. See also

J.D. Mikalson, 'The Heorte of Heortolo ry' , Greek, Roman and Byzan-
tíne Studies 23 (1982) 213-22.

8 On all aspects of Olympia and the Olympic Games see M.I. Finley
and H.W. Pleket, The Olympic Games: the First Thousand years

(London 1976), published ro coincide with the Montreal Olympics.
An Olympiad earlier the Munich Games prompted H.V. Herrmann,
Olympia, Heiligtum und WettÞampfstäue (M.unichJ,97Z); A. Mallwitz,
Olympía und seíne Bauten (Munich 1972); and the exhibition
catalogue 100 Jahre deutsche Ausgrabung in Olympia, ed. B. Fellmann
and H. Scheyhing (Munich 1972); all are excellently illustrated and
contain many suggestions for further reading. A more modest but
useful booklet is the catalogue ofan exhibition held in the year of
the Moscow Olympics: Judith Swaddling, The Ancient Oþmfic
Games (nritish Museum 1980). A selection of sources in English
translation: S.G. Miller, Arete (Chicago 1979).

9 This expression is borrowed from A. Snodgrass, Archaic Greece: The
Age of Experíment (London 1980), in my view the best study of the
period from about 800 to 500 B.C.

10 For the athletic technicalities see H.A. Harris, creeþ Athletes and
Athletics (t,ondon t964); Sport in Greece and Rome (Inndon 7972) chs.
1.,7 , B; copious colour illustrations of athletes in training and com-
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petition in N. Yalouris, The Eternal Olympícs: the Art and History of
Sporl (New York 1979).

11 Peter Brown, New Yorþ Review of Books,25 November 1.976,23-4,
reviewing Finley and Pleket, Olympic Cames.

12 emporikon ti pragma: Strabo 10.5.4, p. 486.

t3 J.J. MacAloon, The Creat Symbol. Pierre de Coubertin and the Origins of
the Modern Olympic Games (Chicago 1981).

14 Pleket, 'Games, prizes, athletes and ideology', Stadion 1' (1'976) 49-
89.

15 'The Sporting Spirit' (1,945), repr. in The Collected Essays, Journalism
and l-etters of George Orwell rY. ln Front of Your Nose 1945-1950

(Harmondsw orth 197 1) 63.

16 Xenophon, Hellenica 7.4.28-32.
17 Thurydides 5.50. An extraordinary number of Spartans, including a

princess, won this event: G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Origins of the

Peloponnesian War (London 1972) App. xxvlll.
18 The coin issued to commemorate his victory in the mule-cart race is

illustrated in Finley and Pleket, Olympk Games pI.23b.

19 Three bronze spear-butts carry the following inscription of a date

soon after 440 B.C:'Booty from Thourioi, (this) the men of Taras

dedicated to Zeus Olympios as a tithe.' One of the spear-butts is

illustrated in 100 Jahre deu*che Ausgrabung no. 74.

20 Diodorus 73.34.1.

21. Phutarch, Lfe of Lycurgus 22.8.

22Thuq,dides 6.16.

23 H.H. Scullard, Festiuals and Ceremonies of the Roman Republic

(tondon 1981).

24 See Parke, Festiuals and Mikalson, Sacred and Ciuíl Calendar.

25'Old Oligarch' : Pseudo-Xenophon, Constitution of the Athenians

3.2, B,

26 Thaa¡díàes 2.38 (trs. Rex Warner).
27 Pengún Classics translation under the title A History of my

Times.

23 J.M. Moore, Aristotle and Xenophon on Democracy and Oligarchy

(London 1.975,2nd edn 1983) 39-40.
29 For the Panathenaia see Parke, Festivals 33-50. On the Great

Dionysia some ancient sources are translated in LACTOR 12
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(above, n.6) CA 304-38; the standard modern works are: AlV.
Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 2nd edn
(Oxford 1962); The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, 2nd edn (Oxford
1968) ch. 2. Simpler accounts will be found in H.C. Baldry, The

GreeÞ Tragic Theatre (tondon 1971) and F.H. Sandbach, The Comíc
Theatre of Creece and Rome (London 1977) chs.1-3. See also T.B.L.
Webster, Monuments Illustrating Tragedy and Satyr Play, Znd edn
(tondon 1967); Monuments Illustrating Old and Middle Comedy,3rd
edn (tnndon 1978).

30 O. Taplin, Creek Tragedy in Action (London 1978) 23.

31 One talent, it has been estimated, would keep alive some fifteen
families of four for one year atAthenian subsistence level. t ooked at
in other ways, it might purchase about thirry slaves or pay the crew
of a trireme for one month. It would be misleading to try and trans-
late it into an equivalent sum in a modern currency.

32 P-E.'Wycherley, The Stones of Athens (Princeton 1978) 216.
33 M.I. Finley, The Idea of a Theatre (nritish Museum 1980).
34 Lysiæ, Oratíon 21 translated in N.RE. Fisher, Social Values in Classical

Athens (Iondon 1976).

35 The parallel is noticed in P. Walco t, Greek Tragedy in íts Theatrical and

Social Contexr (Cardiff 1976) 26.

36 L Gernet in Gernet and A. Boulanger, l-e génie grec dans la religion

(7933, repr. Paris 1970) 46; this book contains an excellent chapter
on peasant festivals.

37 Nilsson, GreeÞ Popul4r Religion 1.01..

ó Delphi and divination

1 I offer my thanks to Mary Beard and Lucia Nixon who have greatly
improved this piece.

2The best book on Delphi in English is H.W. Parke and D.E.W.
'Wormell, 

The Delphic Oracle (Oxford 1956). See also Parke's shorter
and more general Creeþ. Oracles (London 1967); E.R Dodds, Tfze

Creeþs and the lrratíonal (Berkeley 195I) 70-5 on the $'thia; and an
interesting, if difficult essay by A.D. Nock, 'Religious attitudes of
the Ancient Greeks', Proceedings of the American Philological Society 85
(1942) 472-82: Essays on Relígion and the Ancient World l (Oxford
1972) 534-50. J. Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle (Berkeley 1978)
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240-41,6 franslates the oracular resPonses. G. Roux, Delphes. Son oracle

et ses dieux (Paris 1976) is the best account of the site and the pro-

cedures of consultation, to which I am indebted.

3 Blue Guide (4th edn, I¡ndon 1981) 402.

4 All references are to Herodotus, unless otherwise stated; the trans-

lations I have adapted from the Penguin by A. de Selincourt

(Harmondsworth 1954). lJnfortunately oracles inscribed on stone

survive only from the 430s onwards.

5 Plutarch, The Oracles at Delphi no longer given in Verse andThe Obsol-

escence of Oracles, both in the Moralia (Loeb ed. vol. v, London 1936)'

These works, together with the earþsixth-cenítry Homeríc Hymn to

Apollo, are the most important extended ancient texts about Delphi.

The actual procedures in Plutarch's day were, so far as we can tell,

the same as in the classical period, but it would be wrong, as we shall

see, to project back Plutarch's specifìc philosophical explanations of
the procedures.

6 Fontenrose, Delphíc Oracle.

7 Tampering by the envoys to the oracle was also a danger: Herodotus

1.158; Theognis 805-10.
8 E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic among the Azande

(Oxford 1937). I cite this from the abridged paperback (Oxford
1976), of which chapters B-9 are especially pertinent. C.R
Whittaker, 'The Delphic Oracle. Belief and behaviour in Ancient

Greece - and Africa', Haruard Theologícal Review 58 (1965) 21,-47

poses good questions and illustrates another African oracle.

9 Evans-Pritchard, Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic 121'-2; also 141-4.

147-4.
10 Fontenrose, Delphic Oracle 21.1.

L1 Roux, Delphes 69. Unfortunately the details of her aPPointment and

life are obscure.

12 T.K. Oesterreich, Possession, Demoníacal and other. . . (London 1930)

319 n.3.

13 W'K. C. Guthrie inThe Oxford Classical Dictionary (2nd edn, Oxford

1970) 323.

14 Cf. Herodotus 8.133-5 on the oracle of Apollo near Thebes'

1,5 6.66 and 75. Cf. the bribery by the Alcmeonidae, 5.63, 90-1;

6.122.

16 W.G. Forrest, 'Colonisation and the rise of Delphi', Hístoria 6


